OXSIGHT Prism™ glasses can enhance the remaining sight for individuals with a visual impairment. Fitted with a camera streaming a live feed into two HD video displays, placed in front of your area of useable vision. This can potentially increase your field of view to 68 degrees horizontally.

OXSIGHT Prism™ features include:
- Low vision smart glasses
- Occluder blocks out external light
- State-of-the-art digital display

Colour rich OLED display with projection technology powered by Epson

Comfortable full face occluder

Light, strong, ergonomically designed arms

Easily fitted corrective lenses

Soft anti-slip temple grips (optional)
Designed for you

Our glasses can make a real difference to your day-to-day life. We can help with conditions that cause peripheral vision loss, for example Glaucoma, Diabetic Retinopathy, Retinitis Pigmentosa, Myopic Degeneration, Retinopathy of prematurity and other degenerative eye diseases. They have also helped people with a visual impairment caused following a stroke, such as homonymous hemianopia.

Be aware of your surroundings
  • Gain awareness of surroundings. Locate obstacles with ease.
  • Edge enhancement – helps you to define objects and doorways.

Socialise
  • See faces of family and friends. Enjoy and be a part of the conversation.
  • High contrast improves your ability to recognise faces and define objects.

Reading
  • Text Mode – Helps you read text, signs and handwriting.

For work & hobbies
  • Feel confident in the office, outdoors or in the garden.
  • Live video mode to enhance your field of view without causing motion sickness.

Enhanced colour
  • See signs, choose clothes, select food and identify money.

Comfortable
  • Adjustable and light for long-term wear.

To book a free demonstration with one of our opticians, please contact us:

01865 580255 · care@oxsight.co.uk · oxsight.co.uk